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2ABSTRACT
This thesis is a case study of operational auditing on
inventory control and procurement systems in a well-established
aircraft engineering company. Hopefully, this in-depth study can
benefit the BAC Company by strengthening management control over
material management and imparting a new approach for the internal
audit personnel of the Company.
The audit was carried out at three levels: determination
of the degree of compliance with the Company policies and procedures,
evaluation of the adequacy and effectiveness of the management
control system, and appraisal of the Company policies and procedures
in the light of good business practices and scientific models.
In many cases, it is found to be pointless to render a
statement on the degree of compliance of the actual practice with
the outdated Company policies and procedures. In conclusion,
marketing is highly recommended to be incorporated in the purchasing
field to meet changing needs. Future approach of the Company internal
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11.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motive and Background of the Study
The usual concept of auditing is the functions performed
by certified public accountants or external independent auditors
in examining whether the financial statements present a fair and
true picture of the financial position and whether the statements
follow accepted accounting principles. However, auditing can do
much more than the above functions. Auditing, like any other
services, evolves rapidly to meet the demand of the society.
The management of a company can hardly know whether the
financial statements reveal the actual performance of the
employees as well as the degree of compliance of the staff with
the prescribed policy and procedure of the company. However,
this setback can be overcome by having the statements being checked
or audited by a competent staff completely independent of the
operation duties being reported on. Interest in these topics is
enhanced by the recent evolution of operational auditing.
In the summer of 1975, a large engineering company (BAC
Company Limited) decided to investigate whether the internal audit
section could take over the duty of the storekeepers in the pro-
gressive stock-taking of the company's fixed asset and inventory.
After the completion of the summer project, a decision was made to
try to pinpoint some existing problems and make recommendations for
improvements. This thesis is based on those findings concerning
2an operational auditing of the inventory control and procurement
systems.
The functional areas of inventory control and procurement
were selected mainly because the supplies of components,spare
parts were most essential to the smooth running of the engineering
maintenance company. A slight improvement in the purchasing policy
can save a lot for the company, thereby increasing its competitive
power in the product market.
1.2 Objectives
The prime objectives of the study are:
(1) to develop the theoretical framework-- concept,
approach and technique for operational auditing
(2) to study the actual practice in the inventory control
and procurement systems and the compliance with the
company policies and procedures
(3) to evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of the
management control svstem:
(4) to review the company objectives, policies and procedures
in inventory control and procurement in the light of
good business practices and the more scientific model
(5) to suggest changes for improvements
(6) to suggest the role and direction for the internal audit
staff of the company.
1.3 Purpose and Significance
It is hoped that through in-depth operational audit, three
purposes can be achieved.
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First, it is hoped that this study can benefit the Company
by strengthening management control over the various activities,
eliminating the possibility of fraud and error, and evaluating the
policies in material management-- a new term signifying the
evolving concept of having a system view in managing the company
reauired material.
A large amount of capital is often tied up in inventory.
Better and co-ordinated inventory control policy can ease that
heavy financial burden, resulting in greater flexibility in making
financial decision. This will lower other costs too, such as ordez
and storage costs.
The importance of procurement function is highlighted in
the following figure showing the relationship between cost of













FIGURE 1.1 PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE SALES
DOLLAR IN 100 REPRESENTATIVE
MANUFACTURING COMPANIES
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Figure 1.1 shows the percentage distribution of the sales
dollar in one hundred large U.S. manufacturing concerns in 1968.
For instance, if there is a profit before a tax of 10%, the same
profit can be achieved by a 1% decrease in r,rices for purchased goods
as by a 9% increase in sales. Hence no enterprise can afford to use
the most modern concepts and methods for one.,, selling and to continue
buying in the old traditional way. Second, this audit can hopefully
impart a new approach with a broadened horizon and set rough guide
lines for the company internal audit personnel so that the resources
of the internal audit section can be utilised more effectively and
efficiently.
Lastly, it is hoped that the auditing profession - both the
external independent auditors and internal auditors- will become
interested in the new concepts, techniques and wider applicability
of operational auditing.
Operational auditing is not widely adopted in business
organizations or non-profit making organizations. In Hong Kong there
are few internal auditors except in large corporations like banks.
Some large companies set up a separate section of operational auditing
(or more specifically, an 0 & M. section) in addition, to the normal
internal audit section.
Today top management expect more from the internal auditors.
Hopefully, the concepts of operational auditing will cope with this
increasing demand from the top management.
5104 Scope and Limitation
Scope
This study was not intended to comment purely on the
principles and practices of operational auditing in general,
neither was it designed just to review and evaluate the internal
control systems of an organization. It was intended to study
communication channels, information base, the internal control,
performance standards, current practices, company policies and
procedures and finally co-ordination among the various related
systems, departments or sections, such as marketing, stock control,
procurement, budgetary control, accounting and internal audit.
The focus of study is on the inventory control and procure-
ment systems. As system denotes structure and process, staff of
the above departments or sections were interviewed and observed.
The term procurement rather than purchasing is used
because the latter usually implies the process of buying. In a
broader sense, procurement should involve determining the need,
selecting the supplier, arriving at a proper price, terms and
conditions, issuing the contract or order, ensuing proper delivery,
inspecting and storing. These do not come to an end until the
payment of cash for the material or services procured.
Limitation
A lot of difficulties and limitations were encountered.
First, the concepts and approaches of operational auditing
were relatively new. Until recently there were many controversies
concerning the definition, nature, principles, methodology, limitation
and usefulness of operational auditing. Arguments on such auestions
6as the extent or depth of an operational auditing the relationship
between operational auditing and management consultancy the
feasibility of an operational auditing performed by outside inde-
pendent accountants or auditors are hot and varied.
Moreover, no literature or report could be found concerning
the operational auditing of any engineering or aircraft company.
Time ana manpower were other factors limited to a certain
extent the scope and depth of the study. Had time permitted, more
advice could have been sought from professional auditors and lecturers
of relevant disciplines a more thorough checking and sampling could
have been performed.
1.7 Research Methodology
The research methods of this study consisted of library
research, actual field work in the BAC Company, and interviews with
outside professionals of related fields.
The main purpose of library research was partly to build
up the theoretical framework of operational auditing for investigation,
analysis and diagnosis, and partly to search for a more scientific
model of controlling inventory and a more reliable and profitable
purchasing policy. This phase of research was conducted mainly in
the libraries of the Hong Kong University and the Chinese University
of Hong Kong.
Actual auditing work was carried out inside the Company.
Field work was conducted in two stages. In the preliminary stage,
initial contact and brief discussion with the key people concerning
the goals of the department, responsibility and accountability
7of the staff, and the rough flow of work were conducted. Organiza-
tion chart, plan, manuals, policies and procedures were collected
for study. To get an overall view of the internal control system,
the procedures as laid down in the manual were depicted on a
flowchart.
A more vigorous investigation was undertaken in the second
stage. Through personal observation and tracing of the flow of
documents, the degree of compliance of the actual practice with the
company prescribed procedures was noted. Random samples of the
documents-- like the purchase orders and invoices-- were made,
employing statistical techniques. These were checked and verified for
the existence of the need and accuracy. The general working climate
also was observed. Finally, the company policy and procedures
concerning the procurement and inventory control were appraised in
light of the current model and policies to see whether any better
alternatives could be suggested for improvement.
The third phase of the study was to interview some outside
people with knowledge and experience in internal auditing, hoping
to have some practicable and lively ideas other than that from books
or journals.
82.0 DISCUSSION ON THE CURRENT CONCEPTS AND
TECHNIQUES OF OPERATIONAL AUDITING
AND THE ROLE IN MANAGEMENT
CONTROL SYSTEM
2.1 Auditing
Auditing is almost as old as our civilisation. It was used
in ancient Egypt, the Roman Empire, and the great mercantile
establishments of the Middle Ages. The common areas of audit
action throughout history were examining, verifying, and reporting.
This independent review, known as independent or external auditing,
was carried out by outside practitioners. The objective was to
ascertain the reliability of the financial statements and to render
an opinion of the fairness and correctness of presentation of the
statements.
It should be clear that auditing is not a subdivision or
continuation of the field of accounting. They were business asso-
ciates, not parent and child. Thus, auditing has its principal
root in logic on which it leans heavily for ideas and methods,
commented Mr_ R_K_ Mautz( r)_
2.2 Development of Internal Auditing
As business expanded, units grew larger with more diversified
products and markets, it was no longer feasible for management to
personally look over the operation of every activity. More authority
9and responsibility had to be delegated down through the line.
However, the trend of increased delegation, decentralisation and
geographical dispersion has in themself posed a serious challenge
to management control. This makes management turn to a certain
kind of control specialist: internal auditors for assistance in
surveillance over the management control network.
Auditing, as a watchdog or policeman in accounting and
financial matters, has long been used as a measure for detection
or prevention of fraud and error. However, its scope has been
increased and the concepts changed. The evolution gained impetu
when the Institute of Internal Auditors was set up and organised
in 1941. John Thurston, the first national president of the
Institute, said that 'modern' internal auditor performed three
major functions:
(1) he acted as an arm to management:
(2) he sounded out and perfected the system of internal
control;
(3) he directly participated in the verification of
financial statements.
in 1947, the Institute defined Internal Auditing as
follows (3):
Internal auditing is an independent appraisal activity
within an organization for the review of the accounting,
financial and other operations as a basis for protective and
constructive services to management. It is a managerial con-
trol which functions by measuring and evaluating the effective-
ness of other types of control. It deals primarily with
accounting and financial matters, but it may also deal properly
with matters of an operating nature.
These definitions reflect some loosening of the traditional
constraints on financial auditing.
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2.3 Evolution of Operational Auditing or
Modern Internal Auditing
Time changes old ways, old methods and old routines.
Modern management had to search for more efficient means in per-
forming functional activities, more effective solutions to problems,and
a more substantial base and feedback in making sound and logical
decisions in order to keep in pace with the rapid technological
advancement of this era. At the same time, the need for frequent
review and appraisal of management methods, practice and performance
has become increasingly evident. But who was qualified to do that?
The logical solution were in the internal auditors. Manage-
ment began to realize that the resources of internal auditing could
be utilized to a fuller extent. Furthermore, it seemed that it was
too costly to maintain internal auditing in a modern business
structure without a provision for recommendations to improve the
existing system.
2.4 Controversies of Operational Auditing
Modern internal auditing or operational auditing concepts
was the logical outgrowth of that of the past internal auditing.
In ly5'l the preceeding statement of responsibility of the
Institute of Internal Auditors was revised to move internal auditing
further toward operational auditing by lifting the restriction that
deals primarily with accounting and financial matters. The overal:
objectives of internal auditing were then described as an assistance
to all levels of management whether financial or operating and as
assistance with any phase of business activity.
11
)efinition of Operational Auditinj
Though there exists a common need for extending the role
of internal auditing to all operations with new approaches and
techniques, there exists no generally accepted definition of
operational auditing. Some named it operational auditing, management
auditing, performance auditing, functional auditing, modern internal
auditing or comprehensive auditing. This showed that this idea of
control function was still in its infant state. A sample of the
many different definitions was as follows:
(1) It should be considered as an attitude-- a manner of
approach, analysis and thought-- not as a distinct
and separate type of auditing which is characterised
by special programs and techniques().
(2) It is an analytical survey of a business activity to
determine and inform management whether that activity is
being performed in such a way as to comply with manage-
ment's policies and ensure that management objectives be
met().
(3) It is basically nothing more than the application of
internal auditing to an operational rather than a
financial area (14).
(4) It is nothing more than a review of controls. The only
thing new is that non-financial controls are reviewed
(14).
(5) Modern internal auditing is simply doing what the company
president would do if he had the time and if he knew
how( 14) 0
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(6) It is a tech.niaue for apraising unit or
effectiveness against corporate and industry standards
by utilizing personnel who are not specialists in the
area of study with the objective of assuring management
that its aims are being carried out and for identify ing
conditions carabl.e of being ini rroved(3).
The definition by Mr. Cadmus is preferable mere as a matter
of approach rather than a specific kind of technique. The concept
evolved from the traditionally financia?_ oriented internal auditing.
Besides reviewing the internal control, it emphasizes the 'rofita-
bility of the company as a single unit. n operational auditing, it
is necessary to adopt more secintific and analytical techniques.
Nature
From the pool of opinions about operational auditing of the
various academic scholars and. professionals, it seems that there
still exists crucial points to be settled. What is the correct or
most representative definition of operational auditing,? Should
operational auditors make recommendations for irm!provement? Should
he even go to the final stage to implement procedures or a control
system?
As stated in the Statement of the Responsibility of the
Internal Auditor, the Institute of Tnternal auditor was of Whe
opinion that "An internal auditor should not develop procedures,
prepare records, or engage in any other activity which an audior
normally is expected to review and appraise,"
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The view was also shared by the American Management
Association (3)
that the job of operational auditing to have
ended when the significant problems have been located,
identified and accurately defined, and that left no
room for developing solutions Framing a recom-
mendation for change later enacted does not leave the
auditor in an independent position even though he took
no hand in implementation.
It seems that the suggesting of better alternatives or
solutions (to the best of the knowledge of the auditor) was extremely
needed if the potential of the auditing personnel was expected to
be fully utilized. The supporting reasons are the following:
(1) It seemed that the above authorities treated the
auditor and auditee to be two different antagonistic
parties not working toward the same goal-- the
objective of the company. The profitability of the
company must not be sacrificed at the expense of the
impartiality of the internal auditing function. Moreover,
the auditor who recommended changes might be the outgoing
predecessor of the present internal auditor. In this
respect, there might not be any bias or influence to
the objectivity of the present auditing work. Time
changes system and method. The auditor should again
evaluate the method recommended even by himself in light
of the changing environment and rapid advancement in
the outside business world.
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(2) The operating personnel (auditee) might not get any
fresh idea from anyone who was not completely involved
in that activity, like the auditors if they were left
alone.
(3) Lastly, it was too costly to maintain the internal
auditors in the modern business just to verify, observe,
and criticize with no recommendations for improving the
existing system, or reducing the cost of operation of
certain key functions. The auditor, having a wider view
of the company, an awareness of the functions of every
department and being in a position not wholly absorbed
in daily routines, was the ideal internal staff to
recommend alternatives for changes. But the suggestion
could only be truly practicable and helpful to the company
if these were worked out through discussion and investi-
gation with the auditee.
Though this may be time-consuming (as criticized by the
American Management Association), it was really worthwhile
for the investment. However, it is extremely important
that the decision to adopt any suggestion from an internal
auditor should be made by management preferably with the
aid of an audit committee comprised mainly of outside
consultants and auditors. Furthermore, it seems that the
auditor should not take part in the implementation of any
proposal__ for example, the drafting of operating manual
or specification. He is not capable to be in line
function.
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Operational audit, like other audits, is measured against
standards. Standards of greatest value might come mainly from two
sources: the company manual and the industry of which the company
is a part. Performance can be measured in terms of (1) objectives,
goals.(2) budgets (3) records of past performance (4) policies,
procedures, and directivees.
For industry standards, an operational auditor relies on
the common body of knowledge of sound business practices and indus-
trial standards. Operational auditing goes beyond the compliance
audit. It includes a review of the company prescribed policies
and procedure, with a cost-benefit viewpoint and management's
perspective.
Scope
As to the areas in which operational auditing is performed,
it is to be noted that in a recent seminar for operational auditors,
the following sessions were held: (1) the system and precedures area
(2) production planning and control (3) the purchasing function
(4) the marketing function (5) the EDP function (11),
There are many other areas, including engineering, corporate
acquisition and disposition, scrap and salvages, inventory control,
facilities, safety, underwriting policies, employment practices,
lending policies, shipping methods, advertising expenditure, research
and development and cash management.
To illustrate management's attention to the functional
activities, the result of the survey of internal audit program
performed with operational flavor in 308 companies in 1968 by the
Institute of Internal Auditors was shown in Table 2.1.
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TABLE 2.1
OPERATIONAL AUDIT ON FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITIES IN A













Wherever there is or should be company functions, plans,
organization or property, an operational auditor should be called
in.
2.5 Benefits and Limitations
Benefits
To illustrate the benefits that could be obtained by adopting
operational auditing, the following figures obtained from a survey of
144 firms of the Institute of Internal Auditors in 1969 are shown (10):
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TABLE 2.2
BENEFITS DERIVED AS THE RESULTS OF APPLYING
OPERATIONAL AUDITING
Benefits Percentage
Auditing staff as a part of
the manaEement team 27.2
Greater cost savings to the
company through a better
way of doing things compared
with the existing system 34.8
Offer more challenges to the





Operational auditing serves management at all levels
because it is designed to
(1) detect existing fraud and error
(2) discover potentially dangerous spots
(3) evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of the other controls
(4) observe and appraise the quality of performance and the
compliance of the actual practice with the company prescribed
policies and standards
(5) eliminate waste or unnecessary loss
(6) review the overall plans and objectives of the company and
various departments
(7) highlight opportunities for the expansion of business or certain
product lines
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(8) suggest new methods for reducing cost:
(9) determine whether the business is operating even as profitably
as it should be
(10) act as a training ground for other company personnel
(11) act as a general source of information
(12) provide services in connection with the outside audit.
Operational auditing serves as the eve and ear of the
management.
Limitations
There seemed to be no limitation in terms of area or extent
of the operational auditor. A businessman commented that the only
limitation to what an operational auditor can effectively perform
in the company is the limitation the auditor places upon himself.
However, the auditor should be aware of the limitations of
capability and his position in the company. A person can not be
an expert in all fields. First, the auditor should not approach
the problem from a purely technical view point or make any criticism
of purely technical matters, such as engineering design or research
development techniques. These are beyond the competence of the
auditor. This does not mean that the auditor cannot check on these
issues. The auditor should tackle from the other angles. For
instance, in checking the standard on the reliability of an engineer-
ing design, he should discuss with the personnel who use equipment
based on that design and look over the rejection rate of the products
that are manufactured by that internally designed equipment, or
evaluate the value of that design from a cost-and-benefit point of
view.
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Second, no matter how high in the company hierarchy, the
auditor is still a staff adviser with no authority over operations.
Finally, though he may influence management's decision-
making to a certain extent, through his report and recommendations,
the final decision is with top management. In some companies, operat-
ional auditor can be a member of the management team.
2.6 Requirements
Certain requirements must exist to employ operational
auditing. The following table shows the findings from a survey of
114 member firms of the Institute in 1969 (10).
TABLE 2.3
ESSENTIAL INGREDIENT IN PERFORMING
A SUCCESSFUL OPERATIONL AUDIT
Degree of Importance (%)
Not
Fairly Necessary /
Essential ingredients Complete Complete Limited answered
Management support 64 27 6.8 2.2
Awareness of management's
principal interest 48 36 6.8 9.2
Use of effective management
communication 52 34 4.5 9.5
Awareness of human elements 41 21 25 13
Besides the essential ingredients as shown above, the author
should possess imagination, a critical and logical mind, at least
a sufficient knowledge in nearly all commercial and/or industrial
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fields, strong character with patience, be helpful a keen interest
in solving problems, and the ability to think in management terms.
The auditor should realize that management's support can be
obtained only through his performance and his contribution to
the profitability of the company. His success in carrying out the
operational auditing of certain activities depends to a large extent,
on the co-operation of the auditee, which in turn depends on his
attitude and approach. No one is willing to have the weakness of
his job exposed to his superior, unless he has been convinced that
this is done for the good of the company. The auditee concerned
should be informed of the purpose, nature, and coverage of the audit
in advance. Discussion on the findings should be held with the auditee
or the operating management concerned before a final audit report is
presented to top management, so that the auditee can then have a
chance to explain the situation or the reason of the present practice.
Both parties can then contribute to the good of the company.
2.7 Techniques Employed in Operational Auditing
With Emphasis on Flow Charting
what cnaracterizes operational auditing troy traditional
internal auditing are the approach and the techniques or tools
employed. A successful operational auditor should have a system-
oriented, problem-oriented approach. He should look over thoroughly
every activity. For instance, in auditing the procurement system,
he should not treat the verification and confirmation of purchase
order, invoices as isolated activities. He should start verifying
the existence of the need of requisition through a series of
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activities up to the conversion of cash to the supplies required.
Bearing in mind the most essential goal, the profitability of the
company, he should study and search for any method of saving cost,
eliminating duplication and bottl enecks-
To cope with the demand in auditing, auditors are expected
to become an industrial engineer, managing time and motion studies,
value analysis or value engineering, cost, benefit analysis, stock
control, production control and even quality control techniques.
With the use of computers in business or industry, the explosion of
information, the increased use of models, and simulation techniques,
auditors cannot expect the old knowhow and techniques to be sufficient
in modern auditing. Statistical sampling, correlation and regression
analysis, critical path analysis PERT,linear programming, and
flow-charting are the main tools for a more scientific and reliable
analysis.
Flow-charting
Though in existence for two decades, flow-charting had not
been widely used until the last ten years. All the relevant documents
(e.g., customer purchase order, sales order, bills of lading, invoice,
credit note, account receivable, bank statement, journal and ledgers
in the sales- receivable- receipt system) were outlined in a chart
-- indicating the flow, through various related departments or
sections or individual staff the number of copies raised, filed, or
destroyed together with brief description of action taken in various
stations or stages. This provides an overall view of the procedures
of the integrated system. Weaknesses such as inadequacy, inefficiency,
or excess of control-- can be easily spotted. Above all. flow-
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charting helps in identifying responsibilities and merits (unlike the
ordinary activity-oriented flow chart used in computer programming,
which only shows the logic of the system.) A narrative form has
inherrent weaknesses for diagnosing and reporting, such as the lengthy
or clusmsy presentation and the illegible handwriting.
The contribution of flow charting technique is now confined
to the diagnoses of procedural and control weak points. However, it
is predicted that its potential can be further explored, and can be
used in planning or scheduling, if a combination of flow-charting
techniques, network system and critical path analysis can be fully
developed.
2.8 Other Considerations
Operational Auditing and Internal Control
Operational auditing does not chiefly stress on internal
control. It gives equal or even higher priorities to the objectives
of the company-- profitability. cost-saving. services to the nuhlic.
Too much checking and anti-fraud work may tend to encourage
"over-control". Over-control or perfection of the system may cost
more money than minor losses which may arise from "under-control".
To an extreme case, too tight a control may stifle the development
of imagination, creativity, or determination in taking slight risk
under uncertainty whenever the situation warrants. Bureaucracy and
autocracy may often be the end result as far as the management sty1e
is concerned.
Organizational status
The status of operational auditors in an organization depends
very much on management philosophy, background and evolution of
23
auditing service, and the past results of achievement or contribution
to the company.
The operational audit may be viewed organizationally as( J)
(1) an extension of the internal financial audit, as shown
in Fig. 2.1 or
(2) a function independent of financial administration, as
shown in Fig. 2.2.
In some organizations, operational auditing is integrated
departmentally with internal auditing, or absorption of







FIGURE 2.1 OPERATIONAL AUDIT ORGANIZATION CHART
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FIGURE 2.3 OPERATIONAL AUDIT ORGANIZATION CHART
INTEGRATION WITH INTERNAL AUDIT
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3.0 REVIEW OF THE COMPANY AND ITS
INTERNAL CONTROL SYSTEM
3.1 Environment and Nature of the Business
The success of a company depends on four key variables,
namely, business environment, company resources,(managerial,
techcological, financial etc.) strategies, (company polices,
objectives, long-range plans) and the organisational structures
(physical and psychological, formal and informal). The environment
includes a wide range of political, social and economic factors.
It serves as a combination of the opportunities, risks, and con-
traints.
Centering around civil aviation, there are at least four
industries, namely, manufacturing of aircrafts, running of airliners,
maintenance of aircrafts, and other ancillary services (like
catering). Their development and growth are closely related to the
rapid advancement of the aviation industry. These industries are
presently integrated to different extents, probably for the sake of
economics of scele. Aircraft manufacturing companies can provide
maintenance and engineering services. Some airliners have their
own engineering capabilities and trained staff being placed in
various airports. If an establishment is purely set up for providing
repairing and other technical services- like the BAC Company in this
case --it has to compete keenly with those integrated companies,
besides among themselves. Quite often, the business of an aircraft
engineering company will drop drastically, owing to a conflict of
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sphere of interest in aviation between two governments, resulting
in the cancelling of the normal flight of incoming planes. Recently,
the Company suffered from a slight drop of sales, because of the
change of government in Vietnam.
Social factor plays an imperative role in determining the
volume and profit of the business. A typical example is the re-
jection of landing of supersonic jets. Such social pressure mainly
comes from ecologists and environmental protectionists.
Above all, economic climate is the most essential factor in
controlling the fate of the Company. During the recent economic
recession or 'slumflation', airline companies postponed the allowable
time for overhaul and reduced the schedules of flight because of a
drop in the number of passengers and the escalating oil prices. On
the other hand, the Company has to fight against the internal cost-
push inflation.
There are other factors beyond the Company's control, like
the geographical position of the city in the business world and the
capability and the servicing facilities provided by the airport.
Unlike those who manufacture consumer goods, producers can easily
shift from one line of product to producing another. The industry
is the firm and vice versa.
3.2 Appraisal on the Company's Growth
and Management Practice
Growth of the Company
The Company was formed in the beginning of the 1950's. It
has grown from a small engineering works to a major overhaul and
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engineering centre. It is now capable of handling work on any type
of aircraft from a club light plane to gigantic Jumbo Jets.
Primarily, the company now provides des services of line maintenance
(ramp service) including the provision and operation of all general
apron servicing equipment airframe overhaul engines (puure jet
engines ,propellers, turboprops, turbofans) and component overhaul
and servicin.
With around 2500 employees, the Sornrany has a turnover
exceeding HKS.60 million and has quite a good record of profitability.
This growth is partly attributed to the growth of the aviation
industry, and partly to the growth of the locally--based jet airliner.
This privately-owned airliner flies over the entire region of
SouthEast Asia and Australia. It carries more than one million
passengers annually, in addition to substantial quantities of cargo
and mail. Because of the wonderful matching of only one seller and
one locally-based buyer in the local market, this 'monopolist' of
service provides about 90% of all component overhauls and total main
base engineering for that locally-based buyer.
Development and wider use of wide-bodied planes - like
Jumbo jets, Tristar and probably- Concorde force the to send
more engineers to overseas manufacturing companies to acquire modern
technology, and to initiate a three-year apprentice training scheme
in 1960's. A new and more spacious hangar which can accommodate the




A partial organisation chart is shown:
General Manager
Chief Administra- Engineering Inspection Sales
Accountant tion Manager Manager Manager Manager
FIG. 3.1 PARTIAL ORGANIZATION CHART OF
THE BAC COMPANY LTD.
As the Company is an engineering- or a production-based
company, the most significant department is the engineering depart-
ment. Very often, the Engineering Manager acts in the place of
General Manager when the latters on 1eave
Basically, because of the nature of a service company, there
is little opportunity for the Company to adopt the old production-
oriented concept of marketing. But this does not mean that it will
put greatest effort and apply the modern concept of marketing to the
fullest extent. Out of a total 2500 employees, less than ten work
in the Sales Department. Little scientific analysis is employed in
marketing research.
The management style can be described as quite conservative.
Most of the key posts are held by expatriates. Only one out of six
senior executives in the top management level is Chinese. The
working morale is generally not high. The departmental lines seemed
to be very obvious and rigid. There are seldom discussions, feedback
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or any meetings between the personnel of the operating level of
two related departments, such as the Inventory Control and Marketing
Sections.
With regard to responsibility accounting, primarily the
concepts of cost centre and discretionary expense centre are
practised. The concept of profit centre is not used because there
is no distinct separation of lines of product or different divisions
or regions; the product (service) can not be sold to the outside
market the management is satisfied with the present cost centre
concept. However, the criterion of return to investment (ROI) and
the technique of discounted cash flow are used for the overall
company and special Droiects.
3.3 Internal Audit
lne internal xuait is a small section with two staff.
Presently, only one person is there, as the auditor has resigned.
The position of the internal audit is quite high, and the auditor
is directly responsible to the Administration Manager.
The Internal Audit's primary function is to assure the manage-
ment that the internal control of the whole system is functioning
effectively. Probably, owing to the lack of sufficient manpower and
the necessary insight and knowledge, the audit clerk mainly concen-
trates on the spot checking of physical stock and the Company's fixed
asset, production floor check, annual payroll check, and special assign-
ment. Though it is one of the Company's policies to audit the financial
and accounting system, little work is carried out in this connection.
Sampling during auditing is not based on statistical theory.
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To enlarge the present scope of auditing, a qualified
accountant is planned to be recruited to head the Internal Audit
Section. The possibility of taking up the function of progressive
stocktaking of inventories and fixed assets which is currently
performed by the storekeeners is also being investigated.
3.4 Material Management
Supplies of spare parts and raw materials are controlled
and regulated by the Supplies Planning, Purchasing, and Mainstores
Sections of the Supplies Department. Activities performed includes
receipt and issue of material, disposition of salvage, surplus, and
scraps, and. shipping, but excludes others which may be embraced by
the modern concept of total management on materials (like quality
control and costing). The Company has ten stores in warehousing the
tremendous stock of over 6000 items, with value exceeding HK$13
millions. There is a salvage store for obsolete parts and scraps,
and separate tool rooms in various engineering sections. This
section is also responsible for staffing and maintenance of Bonded
Stores on behalf of most of the ma.lor airline companies.
All record-keeping, calculation and anal,Tsis are done
manually, The present off-line computer is limited, to the processing
of the accounting data. Three kinds of records- namely, bin cards
in store, stock control cards in the Supplies Planning Section, and
cost ledger cards in the Material Cost Section of the Cost Accounting
Department- are used to countercheck each other in safegluadring the
inventory. Decision making is mainly based on experience and judge-
ment. There is no procurement marketing analysis/research unit.
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Even the latest revision of the Company manual for the whole depart-
ment was made six years ago.
In general, tnere is a lacx of entnusiasrn, and hign acnieve-
ment motivation. Everything seems to be static and routine. Never-
theless, this situation hopefully will be improved under the present
leadership of a new young and experienced Supplies Superintendent,
and with the help of a versatile computer system.
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4.0 OPERATIONAL AUDITING ON THE
INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM
4.1 Sales Forecasting and Inventory Control
Sales Forecasting
Currently, the job of sales forecasting is performed by
the Marketing Officer (a one-man unit) who reports to the Sales
Manager. Information with respect to sales potential was collected

















FIGURE 4.1 CURRENT MARKETING FORECAST MODEI
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Copies of the two types of programs (lists), with the
approximate date of the overhauling of engine and propeller were
received from the airline companies. These formed the basis of the
forecast.
The key element of the forecasting process was the black
box---the information processing program. Though a lot of
theoretical models, like multiple regression analysis, exponential
smoothing, or econometric models were available for empirical analysis,
none of them was adopted in the actual forecasting work. Estimation
simply relied on personal judgement.
Three types of forecasts, namely, Engine Overhaul Forecast,
Propeller Overhaul Forecast and Revenue Forecast were prepared.
Engine overhaul and propeller overhaul brought about 30% of the
Company's sales revenue. The forecasts were a rolling type with a
span of maximum 12 months ahead, but with no break down into esti-
mates for each month. Copies of these forecasts were distributed
to other departments or sections.
Channel of communication
The only information passing down the channel was the copies
of forecasts to the Supplies Planner on a monthly basis. There was
neither feedback of information of the stock position to the
Marketing Officer,nor any formal meeting between the operation
personnel of sales control (marketing),invcntory contrcl,and
production control. There were discussions and reconciliation in
the top management level,but not in the operational control level.
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4.2 Actual Practices and Compliance Audit
company operating po.iicy
Organisation and responsibility
The responsibility of inventory control rested with the
Supplies Planner, head of the stock planning section which was
directly responsible to the Supplies Superintendent. To assist the
Supplies Planner, there were five Supplies Planning Assistants, and
a Stock Control Supervisor who was the head of a subunit for stock-
record keeping and updating.
Considerations in controlling inventory
The Supplies Planner was supposed to take into account
the following factors in monitoring the stock level:
past consumption rate,
future work load for the aircraft engine or component upon
which the part or material was to be used,
lead time,
the cost of the part or material, and
outstanding order,
Controlling Drocess
On each stock control card- a card for each item- are
marked MAX and MIN level of stock. When the stock level (after
taking into account the outstanding orders) was reduced to the MIN,
a certain form, Stock Replacement Advice (SRA) had to be raised by
the stock control personnel to the Supplies Officer who in turn
indicated the quantity to be re-ordered. The quantity reordered
would not normally be greater than the stated MAX. If the Supplies
Planner found the maximum and minimum levels were too high or too
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low, he ought to adjust them accordingly. New stock cards were to
be raised for new items, unless those which were believed to be
very seldom used.
Make or buy
The Supplies Officer and Purchasing Officer would control
local manufacturing and sub-contracting of engine work, taking
into account the inspection requirements and alternative methods of
supply.
Progressive stock-taking of inventories
The system operated by the Company for reconciling stocks
actually held with the stock record kept in Stock Control and Cost
Accounts was based upon a progressive (continuous) counting of
stock throughout the year, with the intention of having every item
in stock to be counted at least once every year. The job is
currently performed by the storekeepers and labourers once a week
after normal office hour$,under the supervision of the Chief Store-
keeper. Details of items checked are posted onto the stock
card. Discrepancies found are further checked and investigated.
Compliance Audit
As a matter of fact, inventory control consisted of both
policy-making elements (like the break down of estimates from sales
forecast into monthly requirement and the type of control model used)
and routine operational control processes (like the reordering of
specified amount once the stock level dropped to the dangerous level)
Hence, as far as the controlling process was concerned, it was feasi-
ble to tell the extent of compliance with the company's prescribed
policy. For some policy -type question, the truth had to be imnlied
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from the actual result or success in inventory control, This might
not be the correct way since it might possibly be due to the
ineffectiveness of the company policy itself,,
Through personal observation, interview and random inspec-
tion of stock cards, it was found that company's prescribed
procedures in inventory control had been observed to a large extent.
The organisation of supplies planning conformed to that depicted in
the organisation chart. Action was taken when inventory level
dropped near to the MIN progressive stock-taking was performed once
a week. However, a few irregularities were noted:
a) Review of the record from July 1, 1974 to June 30, 1975 showed
that progressive stocktaking just covered 95% of the inventories.
(46573 recorded out of 49030 items) Owing to 'insufficient time'
or other reasons, some of the storekeepers just copied the figure
of stock level from bin card without undertaking actual counting.
In some instances, the same storekeeper did both counting and
recording, which violated the principle of allowing no one to do
the complete transaction by oneself. As contrary to that pres-
cribed, some storekeepters occasionally counted their own stocks.
b) A more or less fixed stock control policy of keeping a minimum
of eight months supply for nearly all stock items (as shown in
Fig.4.5)could be found and MAX was approximately double the MI
level This was not explicitly expressed in the company's
policy.
c) A new staff, the Supplies Planning Engineer, was appointed to
be responsible for stock analysis and system improvement. A
new scheme was but under trial. dividing the stock of the Rol I
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Royce engine parts into four categories, according to the last
year's usage value, and estimating the monthly requirement of
the next twelve months. Tight control was then applied in
monitoring the inventory.
4.3 Review of the Effectiveness of Inventory Control
Accuracy of the forecasts
The forecasts for the number of overhauls accounted for only
about 20% of the company's sales revenues (EOH 16-18%, POH 3-4%).
Quite strangely, the forecasts for other revenue centres were either
performed by the staff of those departments or sections or there
was simply no forecast.
Four graphs, each showing the largest engine types, are shown
in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3 (also refer to Table 4.1), indicating the
deviation of estimate from the actual arising with respect to
different forecasting periods. The lines represented the range of
optimistic and conservative estimates. The more inaccurate forecasts
were those for the items contributing major portion of revenue. The
actual figures laid outside the range of all except one estimate for
1830 and Dowty-Rotol Engines. The longer the period of forecast, the
more inaccurate the estimates were. Most of the time, the forecasts
were too conservative or too low as compared with the actual outcomes.
Actual inventory status
The stock position and the control method were analysed and
depicted in the following figures and graphs:
a) the quarterly issue, receipt, and the closing balance of stock,
from January 1973 to September 1975, as shown in Fig. 4.4 and
Table 4.2,
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b) the stock turnover period of all inventories and the stock
turnover period for inventories which had to be purchased from
abroad, (i.e. excluding those items like fuel, paint, stationery,
and spare parts for vehicles) as shown in Fig. 4.5 and Table
4.3,
c) the classification of the present inventory, as compared with
the typical ABC- classification by usage of a manufacturing
inventory (7), as shown in Fig. 4.6 and Table 4.4.
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FIG 4.2. SALES FORECAST OF SELECTED ENGINTS OVERHAUL FOR A PERIOD
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FIG.4.3. SALES FORECASTS OF PROPELLERS OVERHAUL FOR A PERIOD
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Fig. 4.4 INVENTORY BALANCE AND MOVEMENT



























FIG .4.5. INVENTOFY TURNOVER ANALYSIS (JAN.1973 --SEPT .1975)
Stock turnover period (local and overseas
purchase)
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From the above picture, it was be found that
a) The pace of the increase of stock quickened rapidly since mid
1974. The closing balance at 3rd Quarter 1975 nearly doubled
the level at mid 1974.
b) The average stock turnover period was seven months for all
inventories (or turnover= 12= 1.71), while that for oversea
7
purchase was 10.5 months (or turnover= 1.14). The actual stock-
holding level fluctuated for different types of inventory.
Detailed analysis of one kind of engine-- Dart Engine showed
the overstock position was quite serious if a seven months supply
was regarded as desirable.
c) More than 75% of inventories (by items) were regarded as non-
movers (i.e. zero usage value in 1975), which meant that a lot
of capital was tied up in dead items. The deviation of the
actual distribution of percentage of usage versus percentage of
item from the typical ABC-classification highlighted the extreme
diversification of stocks in terms of dollar value and different
attention called for to each category.
d) The reorder level (MIN) was about six to eight months' supply,
sharing between the buffer (safety) stock and the reserve stock
for the lead time in an approximately equal portions. The
current model gained its flexibility by adjusting the MAX or the
MIN once either the past- consumption rate, expected date of
delivery, or future workload was observed or predicted to
change.
Before giving a comment on the effectiveness of the entire
control activity, a few considerations had to be taken into
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account for this particular industry:
a) The demand in the rrothict market- maintenance and overhaul- is
quite uncertain.
b) The cost of stock out was very great in most instances. The cost
(penalty) of delaying the normal flight of a plane (especially)
with binding contract) far exceeded the saving resulting from
carrying just the optimum quantity, of stock.
c) The total population of inventories was tremendously l ar Ge and
varied (more than 60,000 items, excluding scrap item in the
salvage store). It was true that no maintenance company could
afford to stock all required parts, from ?ieces of nuts to large
compressors, for all types of engines, of kinds or models of
aircrafts and of different manufacturers.
d) The working process was completely different from that of a more
or less standardised process of manufacturing in factories, such
as the manufacturing electronic components. Extent of main-
tenance or repair depends very much on the 'flying' age of the
plane and the number of hours of f1_ a_ght since last inspect-on.
Furthermore, exact requirement of material to be replaced can be
realized only after being thoroughly checked by the guali fled
inspectors.
e) The customers (airline companies) were c Barg d with the rr,a teri].
cost (probably the C.I.F.) together v:ith an agreed amount of
handling charge of inventories based upon the material cost.
In ordinary manufacturing business, the manufacturer hdd t o
absorb any rises in all the cost elements. I oww ever this did
not mean that the co.mran-,r 'eredover--
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stock or understock situation.
Comment
enviously, one couia coniiuenily comrnenti znaz tine company
overstocked a large proportion of the total inventories (even in
the light of underestimating the potential of product market by
the marketing people.) The policy could be regarded as conservative.
Though the above-mentioned practical difficulties and limitations
for this particular business could partly explain overstocking,
nevertheless, the following shortcomings or weaknesses should deserve
deeper thinking.
a) There was no attempt to classify the inventories into different
categories (though not necessarily to be the conventional ABC-
classification system) which could help to solve the problem of
so vast a pool of items needed to be handled. No rolling type
of forecast of material requirement was made. The current method
was to order when inventories actually fell to MIN. Estimation
could only be achieved with a certain degree of accuracy
provided with the same past consumption rates both during normal
time and lead time. Lead time and stockout record could be well
apprehended in a vivid picture. A more or less rigid policy of
keeping 6-8 months' supplies for all items ought to be discarded.
Different practices ought to be applied to different categories
of stock.
b) The cost-consciousness of the stock planning personnel was not
high, judging from the facts that:
Some did not realize what the inventory handling charge
was (total sum of all related costs, like administration,
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obsolescence, storage, insurance and opportunity costs),
let alone the appropriate amount and the relative importance
of each element. Owing to the lack of this information or
because of other reasons, there was never a calculation of
the Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) or Economic Order Size on
an i tem hasi s.
They showed apathy to aspects like whether the capital tied
up was excessive or not, and whether the company could afford
the expansion of inventory holding. Maybe this policy-type
question should only be discussed in the strategic planning
or management control level, but clear understanding should
be communicated to the operational level staff as far as
possible.
c) There was a lack of a formal machinery for periodic review of
the entire stock position, at a higher level of the company
hierarchy. Inventory control, by nature, was regarded as a kind
of operational control. However, strategic considerations like
the assessment of risk and opportunities in the light of the
general business environment and technological breakthrough, and
management control decisions like the recent rearrangement of
warehouse and facilities were key variables to success. The
recent heavy investment in stocks of about a few millions dollars
for the Tristar project L1011, engine RB2111 was a vivid example.
rerioclic review by senior management staff had the psycho-
logical effect of pressing for a more aggressive attitude, for
example, putting the operating management to be responsible for
any serious overstock or understock position.
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In an active sense, this could probably create an effect of
promoting higher morale down the company hierarchy.
d) Incidentally, there was a lack of proper machinery, like a meeting
of the operating management of sales forecasting, production
control, inventory control and budgetary control. There was no
staff meeting for bettering the schedule of product and material
requirement, clearing up misunderstanding, expediting the
dissemination of information and feedback and promoting greater
cohesiveness. 'Inventory control minus production, sales and
budgetary control is as meaningless and as ludicrous as a one-
wheeled motor car (13).
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The entire function of procuirement was to be carried out
within the purchasing section under the control of the purchasing
officer who then reported to the Supplies Superintendent. There were
five subsections under the Purchasing Officer, namely,
a) Local purchasing-- This is a more or less self-contained unit
which kept full records of all related documents, issued orders,
checked invoices, etc. The local buyer was helped by three
clerks.
b) Oversea purchasing-- This is a one-man unit where oversea purchas-
ing orders were raised
c) Supplies progress section-- This section handles all the follow-up
work after an oversew order had been placed with an agent or
directly with a supplier hastens outstanding order, handles rejec-
tion of supplies, types and registers cables, telex; checks
invoices, itc.
d) Snipping Section -- This section arranges export and import
matters, insurance, inland transportation.
e) Supplies Account Section -- This is a unit responsible for checking
of invoice with necessary suonortin documents.
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Supplies Superintendent
Supplies Planner Purchasing Officer More Supervisor
Local Oversea Supplies Shipping Supplies
buyer buyer supervisor accountprogress
supervisor supervisor
FIGURE 5.1 PARTIAL ORGANIZATION CHART
OF TH SUPPLIESFPARTMTT
Procedures and documentaton flow
Orders would only be raised upon receiving the acquisition
forms from different departments or sections with authorized
signatures. Budget Control Form was used for the purchase of
capital equipment. This form was to be checked by the Budget Officer
to ensure that the purchase was within the current department budget.
Different purchase orders were to be used for purchasing items
exceeding HK$1,000 in value, in order to call for special attention
for controlling purpose. There was no mention of detailed flow of
all documents (Purchase Request Form, Purchase Order, Goods Received
Note etc.) and the number of copies needed to be raised, filed or
destroyed.
Competitive quotation should be sought whenever practicable
for major purchases, except in the following circumstances:
a) single source items only available from one local supplier
b) especially urgent requirements
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c) low value order of less than HK$1,000 per line item
d) item where a price had been established by an earlier competitive
quotation. A record of competitive pricing, or the reason for
not obtaining quotations was to be jotted down on the filed
copy of the purchase order.
Compliance audit
In some respects, the company policies or procedures had
been observed. Different request forms were employed for different
departments or sections. Approval was obtained for capital expen-
diture. Different order forms were used for values exceeding
HK$1,000. Tenders were called for high-priced items, except in case
of emergency.
Since the seven-year old manual was outdated and it was not
detailed enough to provide guidelines for the operating personnel,
irregularities of non-compliance were bound to exist. However, some
of these deviations from the policy manual were required to cope
with the changing environment. The company manual was not quite
realistic. It was therefore pointless to render a statement on the
degree of compliance of the actual practice with the written company
-poli cv.
LI1C LV11Vw1.i1 wcl5 a few points summarizing the non-compliance
practice together with a few comments on the company manual:
a) The Supplies Account Section no longer existed in actual practice,
but such duties as registering and verifying invoice and checking
price, etc. were taken up by the Supplies Progress Section. There
was no organisation chart reflecting the true picture of the
organisational structure.
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b) As against the company's instructions, the staff did not bother
to put down in black and white the reasons for not calling for
tenders or to offer other than the lowest one.
e) There was no formally approved list, nor a record of the price
history of any item. The organization seemed to be run by
experience and too much was taken for granted.
Evaluation on the effectivess
of the Internal Control
To give a bird's eye view of the procedural system and to
identify where its strengths and weaknesses, merits and responsibi-
lities lie, the flow of all related documents was depicted in the
following flow charts:
The first flow chart illustrates the processes of requisi-
tioning and ordering. This flow chart does not show the process
of requrest for purchases of non-stock item such as the use of memo
by senior staff, nor the local requisitioning-- ordering process.
An Engine Condition Report (ECR) was revised to show the condition
of jets and the parts or components needed to be repaired or replaced
after thoroughly checking the plane. A copy was sent to Supplies
Planning Section to prepare for the necessary supplies.
The idea of the Stock Inability Advice (SIA) form was quite
good.It gave the user second and third chances to reconsider his
reed-- whether it was possible to use other interchangeable parts
md whether the overhauling plane could wait for the delivery of
Darts from abroad. However, it was quite time-consuming to process
this information back and forth for a few times.
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Tne second flow chart depicts file receipt of materials
(GRN). Goods receipt notes were immediately raised at the Re-
ceiving Section upon receipt of goods from supplier to various
departments. After inspection, goods were moved into stores where
the user (e.g. Engine Overhaul Department) can draw out with the
MR. All relating records were updated with the purchase and copies
of GRN finally reached the Accounting Department where it was used
to verify against the charge on the invoice from Supplier.
A careful study could reveal points of inefficiency and
apparent inadequate control. A Daily Receiving Report should be
prepared and distributed to all departments concerned. It serves
two purposes:, supplementing the Goods Receipt Note (GRN) as a
notice of acceptance of goods in case the GRN`i was not received by
other departments and providing a picture of the total receipt
within a day. Monthly receiving report could be prepared with the
aid of a computer. There was no reason for the Financial Accounting
Department to file two copies of GRN, none of which was kept in the
Cost Accounting Department. The GRN copy with price extracted from
the invoice should be retained in the Cost Accounting Department
for reference.
The tnirci flow deplc:s the issue of materials (,MR). A
careful study on the flow of Material Requisition (MR) form could
reveal a procedural loophole providing an opportunity for fraud.
The three copies of MR could easily be fraudulently amended in
store before passing up to the Stock Control Section and Cost
Accountant Section. Without the quantity being stated in words,















FIG.5.2 FLOW CHART SHOEING THE PROCESS OF REQUISITIONING—
















































FIG. 5.5. FLOWCHART SHOWING THE PROCESS OF INVOICE —ACCOUNT PAYABLE-- PAYMENT
number on those three copies of MR. (Such cases can be found in the
English Company Law with respect to the similar fraudulent act in
drawing cheques). The balance on the bin card was readjusted. In
this case, since all the records-- the Bin Card, Stock Control Card
and Material Ledger- were consistent, both the Stock Control and the
Internal Audit people were unable to find out the error unless they
took the trouble of verifying also the original copy of MR. The head
of the department usually adopted the principle of manage lent by
exception in the final checking of the real material consumption
against the planned one. Hence the fraud would not be caught unless
it was conspicuous. This fraudulent case could be solely performed
by the storekeeper or a collusion with the worker who came to the
store with an authorized Mr.
The fourth .flow chart depicts the proce.3s of invoice-Account
Payable- Payment. There seemed to be very little possibility of
making an error in payment against the charge on invoice, since the
invoice had been verified twice, once in the Su rplies and the other
in the Accounting De artment, with the Purchase Order and GThe
procedure of Payment did not take advantage of the ra: imurn allol.1rable
payment period or the discount, since payment as not made with
reference to the Account Payable journal.
Verification
To verify the effectiveness of internal control, two
verification tests were Performed.
a) Material Requisition:
To check whether fraud really occur in the present MR Procedure,
a random sample of size fifty covering five sections (EOH, Cleaning
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Supplies, Plant and Equipment, Line Maintenance) was drawn with
the user's copy verified against the other. No discrepancy or
error was found.
b) Purchase Request Form, Purchase Order, Goods Receipt Note,
Invoice and Payment:
The aims of this in-depth check of all related documents were
three-fold.
i) to check whether Purchase Orders were raised with
supporting documents. The responsibility centre was
on the buyer (local and overseas),
ii) to ensure that charges by suppliers were against the
correct amount of goods received,
iii) to ensure that payment was paid against the correct
invoice with the exact amount. The responsibility
centre was on the Account Payable clerk and cashier.
A random sample of fifty was drawn. No error was found.
However, minor mistakes in assigning Account Payable number to each
invoice were found, possibly because of carelessness. Duplication
of Account Payable number was found on each of the two pairs of
items.
It must be noted that these sample results did not rule out
Ontirely the possibility of oxistence of errer or frand
5.2 Purchasing System
Actual Practices and Compliance Audit
Aithougn mere was a general uireczive to purchase from the
cheapest sources compatible with acceptable quality, and to ensure
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material to be consigned to Hong Kong by.the cheapest method in the
right time to meet requirement, there were no specific guidelines in
other respects of purchasing. Again, it was of no significance to
render a statement of compliance of the actual practice with the
company policy. The following was the findings:
Procurement analysis and market research
There was little or no analytical work such as the written
price history trend (on individual item basis) for high value items.
The idea of setting up a team of five staff for market research had
been proposed by the Purchasing Officer twice in the 1960's and
1970's, but was turned down by the management. The reason for the
rejection was due to the management's philosophy that securing the
lowest cost of supplies would bring a reduced inventory holding
charge (including administrative cost, storage cost, etc. which
was now determined to be 2511o of the delivered cost of material
(C.I.F.)) to the final customers-- airline companies, thus it
meant reduced revenue to the company. At the same time, additional
staff of non-production workers would increase the administrative
expense or overhead too. Research would only be justified for pro-
curement of company consumable supplies (self-consumption) but the
quantities of such were not large enough to justify establishing
a formal market research team.
Contract buying
Long term contract buying with a legal binding force was
very seldom employed. Most of the local supplies were made by
verbal or gentleman's agreement, e.g. in buying fuel and stationery.
The reasons for that were:
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a) Once a contract was made in purchasing printing forms, it
incurred loss to the company owing to the change of routines
and forms resulted from the introduction of a new senior staff.
b) No supplier was willing to make any long term contract for
those materials of highly-fluctuating prices, such as fuel.
c) A contract for the supply of a small quantity (e.g. a few
hundred ball-pens) was usually not welcomed by the supplier.
d) Some suppliers, especially those of old, conservative Chinese
merchants, would not often put up a new price even though there
might be a slight rise in the cost of incoming materials. Be-
sides the consideration of customer relationship, maintaining a
large company as their customer might have the strategic value
of enhancing their reputation and building up confidence in more
new customers.
For oversea purchasing, the practice of contract buying was
even more difficult to adopt because of the uncertainty in product
market, coupled with the problems of understanding over long
distances.
Preference to Brother Companies (companies
of the same conglomerate)
It was made clear by the senior staff that the purchasing
policy of the Company was entirely self-determined and independent
of the position of being a member of the group. However, it was
found that the concept of 'preference' policy towards brother




Visits to suppliers' factories or offices were seldom paid
by the purchasing personnel. The purchasing officer once paid a
visit to the United States. It turned out that about ten suppliers
were deleted from the vendor list of the States, as a result of the
trip.
System of reviev4
There was no formal system of review of the effectiveness
of purchasing in terms of dollar activities of purchasing, cost
reduction or saving.
Review on the efficiency and effectiveness
of the purchasing activity
The purchasing performance could be evaluated in terms of
efficiency and effectiveness. However, evaluation was meaningful
and fair to the operating personnel when the overall purchasing
'climate' was also taken into consideration.
In general, the objective of purchasing could be taken as
the yardstick for measuring the purchasing performance-- to purchase
supplies in the right quantity and quality at the right price, for
delivery to the right place, at the right time and from the right
source.
There were not many problems concerning the quality of items
purchased and the place of delivery in the Company. The buyer seemed
to be not concerned much with the time and quantity factors, since
the responsibility of scheduling the replenishment of stock rests
with the Supplies Planner. There was distinct separation of duties
among themselves. The buyers were regarded passive in this res-Dect.
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They only bought when a purchase requisition was received from
various departments or sections. However, there was much room for
improvement through setting up a well-designed system of planning
and coordination between the purchasing section and other depart-
ments or sections which required regular supplies.
Buying through binding contract could, at least theoretically,
bring upon the benefits of savings, discounts and maintenance of a
regular, continuous supply to the company, especially for low value
items (i.e. category W. The buyers should not completely give up
this concept because of previous drawbacks. Blanket buying (e.g.
the order of supply of the whole class of stationery, paper and memo
pad) could be used to solve the problem of a too small quantity of
only one item in buvino with 7n p- tPrrn rnntrani-_
Without the actual figures of the cost of materials pur-
chased by the company and that by other companies, and the competi-
tive market price, one could not draw conclusions with respect to
the criteria of right price and right sources. Nevertheless, these
could be inferred from the effort paid and the machinery established.
If the philosophy for purchasing- lower cost of supplies
causing lower holding charge (25% of the inventory value) to the
final customer and reduced revenue to the company- was confirmed
to be true, this would be contrary to the real meaning and signi-
ficance of purchasing and the Company policy. This higher holding
charge to customers was made at the expense of the long-run
competitive power of the company in the international market.
Whether additional staff would be employed, the functions
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of procurement analysis and market research were extremely indis-
pensable in modern business. Without proper planning and research,
buying was just like ordinary clerical work.
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6.0 CONCLUSION ATND RECOPI E D TTOD
When comparing with the aircraft maintenance companies in
other parts of the world, this Company was quite a small one, both
in terms of the area and the of activities. It is believed
that many other companies are better managed than this Company, as
far as material management is concerned..
A lot of problems were identified in this operations audit.
The most important factors are summed up and highlighted below.
Rough principles, guidelines and recommendations for improvements
were suggested for each area. These have to be further considered
and modified in the light of the full aRareness of the environment,
resources and management philosophies before it could be put into
implementation.
6.1 Operating Policy and Procedure
The running of the Supplies Department relied on tradition,
experience and sub ective judgement, rather than on a well-defined
operating policy, procedures, and standards. Basically, the obsolete
manual lacked. sufficient guidelines for subordinates, suprlJ ers, staff
of the other departments or firms if necessary, and auditors. in
addition, there was no mention of the ethical standards, performance
standards, the inter-departmental relationship and tactics in
purchasing.
Though there was the potential danger of obsolescence, rigi
city, curbing creative thinking, leakage of highly confidential matters,
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and the selfcontainedness of the department, a written policy manual
was required with a view to achieving uniformity of behaviour and
performance, thereby reducing misunderstanding.
Control measures must be stated clearly in the manual. As
Harvey Cardwell said: The cashier must take the initiative in his
theft, but purchasing agents are actively tempted by expert practical
psychologists--salesmen from whom they buy.
6.2 Information System and Operational Contro:
System concept and design approacr
A system can be defined as an integrated assemblage of com-
ponents or subsystems designed to achieve an objective. Informatior
is the aggregation or processing of data to provide knowledge or
intelligence. It is substantially different from data which are
raw, unevaluated message.
Data Dat a
Inf ormati. on(observed facts Processin program
Information Decision/
ActionProcessing program
FIGURE 6.1 DECISION MAKING PROCESc.
xn iniormation system can be defined as the systematic formal
assemblage of components that perform data operations to provide
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information to all levels of management, for support of planning,
controlling and decision-making activities. A management information
system (MIS) denotes an integrated approach to the arrangement of the
information system in the organization. Information system can be as
simple as that of a filing cabinet and limited charts of accounts in
a ledger. In order to be responsive to a variety of informational
requirements, the system must be organised in such a manner that the
output of the information system must meet the ten attributes of
information, namely, accessibility, comprehensiveness, accuracy,
appropriateness, timeliness, flexibility, clarity, freedom from bias,
verifiability, and quantifiability.
Recently, a small department, Information Service Department,
was set up in this Company to handle limited data processing activi-
ties. The departmental head is responsible to the Administration
Manager. The major work is to process the accounting data, like
the account payable data. It is an off-line system. The computer
and its related devices are located in the parent company of the
conglomerate. The company is now planning to computerise, as far
as possible, all data processing jobs and information requirement with
its own computer.
Even with the aid of a computer (though not on-line) the
present information system of the company can be regarded as a tradi-
tional one. There are segregated data bases divided along functional
lines. Some data are not processed to become necessary information.
It is not, to some extent, information-oriented. Furthermore, there
is a sharp subordinate-superior relationship in the flow and processing
of information. Information requirement is passed down the hierarchy.
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Data pertinent to its operations are captured in the operational
levels, processed, summarized and passed up to next level until the
strategic level is reached. In the terminology of information
system, this is a hierarchical approach with centralised data pro-
cessing (2). Decentralised data processing implies that each







FIGURE 6.2 INFORMATION FLOW UTILIZING A
HIERARCHICAL SYSTEMS APPROACH
This system has the advantages of being simple, straight
forward, and easily acceptable to the staff. But when computer
technology is applied, there is a great tendency to computerise
existing data processing function without regard to existing system
work being done first.
To optimise the organisation as a whole and thus overcome sub-
optimisation, the System Approach is suggested (2). The oroanisati on
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is viewea as an interlocKi.ng, coorciinatea assemblage or subsystems,
whose connections look more like a network than a hierarchy. Moreover,
the system approach, to a great degree, separates the management system
from the information system.











FIGURE 6.3 INFORMATION FLOW UTILIZING SYSTEMS APPROACH
A good information system can only be classified and developed
after a thorough system study and analysis. The success depends on
the extent of understanding of the determinants and their interrela-
tionship to the MIS design--opportunities and risks, strategies,





The survival and growth of any company depend on the sales
opportunities in the product market. Even the most scientific,
comprehensive inventroy control system cannot work satisfactorily if
the sales forecast is far from the actual outcome.
The success of a sales forecast depends on the market data
and the appropriate techniques in rrocessing and filtering this data
into useful information. Data and information can be collected from
outside sources or generated internally. To increase the outside
source of information, the present passive attitude of depending
chiefly on the lists of engine and propeller overhaul should be
changed. The company can make use of the overseas agents and sunppliers
in providing intelligence. By storing all the related information of
every plane- like the flying hour and date of last overhaul in, a.
magnetic tape or disk file- and apply ing the decision rules for the
allowable flying hoer between each overhaul for each type of plane,
internally generated information can be feasibly obtained. This ,mill
improve the accuracy of the forecast. On the other hG.nd, this will
provide an additional service to the customers if the information
concerning the deadline of overhaul is sent to them.
The computational/statistical aspects of forecasting process
can be easily handled by a computer once the data. file is well main-
tained and updated. Software programs on analysis, like multiple
regression analysis, are readily available. Intuitive judgement
needed eventually, but it is only part of the integral decision-making
process. Unlike the present foreca sting method, udgernent and exreri-
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ence are applied on a solid, scientit is and analytical framewoek or
model.
Inventory control and purchasing
Formulating decision rules for inventory control is regarded
as a management control activity. Once the decision rules are pro-
grammed, the routine controlling processing becomes operational
Because of the nature of high volume (more than 6000 items), complexity
(item value differed from a nut to a complete compressor),timing,com-
putational demands, it is very unlikely to do recording,analysing and
forecasting of every item of inventory mr.nuailly.
Presently, the Company needs a Stock Control Section of nine
staff for recording purpose only, and a Supplies Planning Section of
six staff for planning and controlling the inventory status. However
the system is not well-managed as expected, resulting in the accumu-
lation of over0 of the total number of items bein' non--rovers.'
On the purchasing side, much of the work or transactions a
repetitive and clerical. If these are well taken care of by a
computer owned by the Cor.-ipany or on a. tine-sharing basis with the
parent company, the purchasing personnel will be fre e to undertake
more research and analysis.
The benefits of a computerised purchasing system are:
reduction in inventory to optimum level
clerical savings
operating performance in controlling in ventor and in
buying improved by the availability of ifnrormation and
the improved control of operations
internal control improved due to less opportunities for
human interference.
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However, it should be understood that a computer system, per se,
is not an information system. Merely computerising an existing
system, or an old process, will not necessarily improve ite effective-
ness. It is just like building something on the sand. The main
point is to formalise and to perform proper systems analysis work
first, and apply the computer later.
6.3 Centralised Material Control System
From the previous flowcharts on the whole process of
requisitioning-ordering-receiving-issuing of supplies, it can be seen
that the controlling unit over material issue was the stores.
Material is issued first from store before channelling the Material
Requisition (MR) to the supposed-to-be control unit of material
control--Stock Control and Supplies Sections. The present function
of the Stock Control is just to file and update the Stock Control
Card. In case of a stockout, purchase request form (Stock Inability
Advice) is raised in stores for replenishment.
To have a better and efficient internal control system, Stock
Control Section should perform the duty of a central commanding unit
in regulating the issue and receipt of materials. For any issue, MR
should be passed to the Stock Control Section first. A copy of MR is
then sent to the store as an issue order if it is available in stock
otherwise, the MR will be used to inform Supplies Planning Section to
search for interchangeable parts or to raise a purchase order.
Inis centralised system over material issue had a lot of bene-
fits. The centrol command unit can issue 'old' item (on a FIFO basis)
first or those slow-moving interchangeable items, as far as applicable,
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to reduce obsolescence. It can release an item to the Job having a
higher priority of need in case of shortage of that i tern. The system
is more efficient in out-of-stock situations, because of the elimmina-
ti on of the initial step of having the MR being channelled through
the store to the Stock Control Section. Finall_ilr, this has the
advantage of eliminating the rossi bility of fraud or collusion by a.
storekeeper (e.g.. fraudulent amendment of the MR), as the scone of
his duties is confined to the physical issue and receipt of
materials.
With the introduction of a sophis vi cated computer system the
advantage of the centralization of control is more apparent. In some
larger companies of the same type, the issue of MR and handling of
materials are all taken up by the Supplies personnel. Each large
workshop has a small supplies unit equipped with a computer terminal
Whenever triere is a need for spare parts, the Supplies personnel will
keypunch a card and feed it into the computer input. ln, sts nteneous
answer to the stock situation wil] be displa.yed. He then feeclc
another card, and automatically the same form of request be dis--
played. in the output device docated in the centra.1 warehouse.Materials
are then searched, packed, dispa tcred by a small truck to that worck-
shop, probably within a few minutes.
6.4 Purchasing Ma keting anal System of Review
Marketing in the purchasing field
Like many companies, this Company only concentrates its effort
in the marketing of the product and neglects the value and payoff of
doing the same thing in the purchasing field. The concert of procire-
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ment market research is rather new or even unknown to most enterprises.
The sales marketing of suppliers is, from the customer's point of
view, the exact opposite of their ideas of buying. It is a planned,
systematic preparation of optimal buying. Much of the concepts of
sales marketing apply, with some modification, in procurement
marketing like that of the 4P's (4), (12).
Product---what to purchase, make or buy, value analaysis;
Place ---where to buy, transportation route & cost, joining
ino cooperative or cartel;
Price ---finance policy (terms of payment), including the
entrie policy of rebates, bonused and the most-
favoured supplier clauses, charge of the price of
material to customer, i.e. relating to the pricing
strategy in the sales marketing;
Producer/supplier (instead of promotion)---vendor rating
system, visit paid to supplier's factory or office.
Purchasing marketing can be conceived as a suitable defence
weapon for neutralisation of the aggressive sales marketing of the
suppliers' and as an instrument for forward defence, whereby the
supplier is put on the defensive by the arguments (i.e. market surveys,
strategy recommendations, cost structure analyses, etc.) given by the
procurement marketing to the buyer.
For more than twenty years, the purchasing function of the
Company has been executed solely by intuitive judgement and
experience. There is an apparent need to set up a formal procurement
marketing research unit. At the initial stage, two or three staff
will be sufficient. The administrative expenses for, say, two staff
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are estimated to be around HK$30,000 per year (around HK'4l,300 per
month for each). The Company will surely reap the benefit of this
investment because proper recording, analysis will lead to higher
efficiency, cost reduction and savings and a better working climate.
The applicability is quite limited with regard to value analysis
or engineering analysis by purchasing personnel in this aircraft in-
dustry. In the manufacturing industry, the type of product or model
of machine is to be chosen and designed by the engineers and the buyer
can suggest standard parts through a thorough value analysis. Almost
all specialised parts are specified by the aircraft manufacturers.
System of review of purchasing performance
As a large proportion of fund of the company is committed
by the buyers, evaluation is essentially needed by management to
determine whether purchasing objectives are being met. The objective
of the review is to inform and ensure the management of the obser-
vance of the following requirements:
a) training and retaining of highly qualified purchasing personnel
b) establishing and maintaining good relationship with suppliers
c) participating actively in cost evaluation and make-or-buy programs
d) searching for intelligence of the availability of current and
long-term required materials and price trends
e) buying at the optimum combination of price, quality and service, etc.
Working attitude and proficiency of purchasing could be
improved by setting up a formal regular system of review. This manage-
ment control function has again been lacking for decades. In addition
to the budgetary control on administrative expense, the system can be
perfected by the incorporation of well-designed schemes, like
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commitment reports, cost reduction/saving, vendor rating, return in
investment, subordinates' rating of boss, rating of buyers.
A few samples of rating method are recommended as below (8.
1968 1969
Jan July Jan July
11 Development of new supplies source
2. Frequency of emergency buys
3. Effective competition due to quotation
4, Late deliveries
Number of hastening5.
6, Number of unauthorizoried purchase
Number justification of sole-sources
8. Justification for award of order to
other than lowest bidder
9. Purchase of substandard quality
















FIGURE 6.5 TOTAL ORDERS PLACED vs. PRICE ADJUSTMENT, CHANGE
ORDERS AND RETURNED GOODS
Note: Purposes of the chart:
(i) to evaluate the proficiency of the purchasing
section
(ii) to spot the areas which should require the
greatest need of improvement
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6.5 Future Role of the Compnay Internal Audit
The auditing section did not evolve and sparate from the
Accounting Department. Though the section head directly reports to
the Administration Manager, it does not seem that he has a high
status or earns respect. This show that respect and influence of
internal audit can only be earned through achievement and contribution
to the company, and by the attitude of the staff.
Presently, most of the auditing work is physical checks and
some simmple accounting checks like calculation of payroll, verification
of billing charge. Quality of auditing staff has long been a serious
problem to the Company. A qualified accountant will be recruited in
the near future to head this Section. It is hoped that the buditing
work will beocme more systematic and dynamic.
A qualified accountant is good at auditing accounting work.
He may also know quite well the mechanism of the system leading to
the output of accounting data, and can solve problems arising from
that. However, he may not understand well the technology, computerised
information system, and the procurement system.
To be successful, the key thing is to fellow the trend of
internal auditing, in both the conceptual and technical levels. Em-
phasis should not only be placed on the verification of physical assets,
inventory and accounting data, but on the sources of the reasons for
causing error. Finally, recommendations showld be made for
improvement. Operational auditing, though not final, is at least
the next stage for the present internal auditing. Direction should
be aimed at nearly all operational systems. Functional policy,
operating methods, information and reporting systems should be
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examined thoroughly, to ensure both the internal control and operating
performance are as efficient and effective with the industry standard.
Every activity or function should not be treated independently. A
dynamic system-approach, with the orientation of the company's
objectives, is imperative.
6.6 A Concluding Remarl
Nothing is perfect. The Company certainly has defects in some
areas, particularly the internal audit, inventory control and pro-
curement systems. Operating policy and procedures for material manage-
ment should be updated, revised and substantiated first, and then
followed by improvement of the information system, especially relating
to the control of inventory. Marketing should be incorporated into
the organisational hierarchy, which may need reorganisation to meet
changing needs. The Supplies Department should act as a centre of
information and knowledge to all levels. It should demand that it be
heard and its contribetion recogaieed in the top management lewel.
Disregarding the weaknesses, the Company had its own strengths:
strong technical force, sound financial base and excellent environmental
factors.
On the whole, the BAC Company should go through stages of
modernisation, gradually and cautiously, in both the conceptual and
technical levels, in various fields at a pace comparable with the
technological advancement of this industry.
TABLE 4.1
SELECTED FORECASTS OF SELECTED ENGINES PROPELLER OVERHAULS
FOR A PERIOD OF MAXIMUM 12 MONTHS ENDED AT 30/6/75
Date of
1830 ENGINE DART ENGINETime Span DOWTY ROTOL HAMILTON STANDARD
Forecast
of Forecast
(Beginning (in Months) optimistic optimistic optimistic pessimistic optimisticpessimistic pessimistic pessimisticof Month)
4412 26 22Jul 74 11 1735 55 36
4011 22Aug 74 1150 1735 51 36
4910 49 20Sep 74 10 1450 36 34
62 40 48Oct 74 9 2272 11 1330
APPENDICLS
8 66 44Nov 74 2377 1154 31 9
67 81Dec 74 477 27 634 34 9
Jan 75 6 10597 37 1139 1431 36
Feb 75 1015 98 46 4039 14 1635
4Mar 75 103 4095 47 4135 15 l8
Apr 75 3 70 4296 39 41 1738 19
2May 75 4292 96 44 1638 1839
1Jun 75 89 4192 4038 42 14 15
Actual 12 months'
89 44 44 15Total Overhauls
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TABLE 4.2
INVENTORY BALANCE MOVEMENT (JAN. 1973- SEPT. 1975)
TIME Receipt Issue Closing Stock
YEAR (HK$ Million) (HK$ Million)QUARTER (HK$ Million)
Jan- Mar 2.52 2.44 6.70
Apr- Jun 2.963.02 6.75
Jul- Sept 2.413.01 6.821973
Oct- Dec 2.733.06 6.99
Total 11.61 10.54
Jan- Mar 3.10 3.30 6.99
Apr- Jun 4.59 6.763.85
Jul- Sept 4.40 3.58 7.48
1974
Oct- Dec 3.77 3.54 7.97
Total 15.86 14.27
Jan- Mar 3.865.05 9.10
1975
Apr- Jun 6.58 11.393.99
Jul- Sept 7.2 7 13.255.28
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TABLE 4.3
INVENTORY TURNOVER ANALYSIS (JAN. 1973- SEPT. 1975)
STOCK- OVERSEA & LOCALTIME STOCK - OVERSEA PURCHASE
PURCHASE
END OF STOCK STOCK TURNOVER STOCK STOCK TURNOVERYEAR





Oct- Dec 15.0 6.6
Annual 1.5 8.0
Jan- Mar 10.2 6.4
Apr- Jun 7.2 5.3
Jul- Sept 7.1 6.3
Oct- Dec 10.4 6.7
Annual 1.4 8.8 1.8 6.7
Jan- Mar 9.4 7.1
Apr- Jun 11.6 8.6
1974
1975
Jul- Sept 13.3 6.3
MEAN 1.1 10.5 7.01.7
STANDARD
2.7 0.1 0.9DEVIATION
Annual usage/issue (HK$)N.B.: (1) Annual Stock Turnover=
Year-end closing stock (HK$)





USAGE ANALYSIS OF INVENTORY FOR THE YEAR 1975
(FOR CONTROL PURPOSE
(i) Analysis of all stock items
Classification No.of Cummulative % Cummulative % of








(not used in 47110 076.96
1975)
Total 61210 100 100
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(ii) Analysis of "Movers" only
Classification No. of Cummulative % Cummulative % of







Total 14100 100 100
(iii) Typical ABC-Classification of a Manufacturing Inventory
Commulative % Cummulative %Catagory
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此
種
研
究
、
審
查
及
4提
供
改
善
建
議
之
工
作
，
必
需
由
公
司
内
具
有
獨
立
性
及
對
公
司
各
操
作
系
統
(
甚
至
電
腦
資
料
部
)
有
明
確
認
識
並
具
有
創
作
力
之
員
工
担
任
。
故
近
代
内
部
審
核
之
性
質
及
範
疇
已
不
僅
限
於
保
障
帳
目
處
理
正
確
及
資
源
運
用
恰
富
，
同
時
，
所
採
用
之
方
法
也
多
樣
化
、
科
學
化
─
如
流
程
圖
法
、
問
卷
法
、
抽
樣
調
查
法
、
統
計
模
型
及
網
狀
圖
分
析
法
等
。
(
三
)
公
司
簡
介
：
任
何
公
司
，
其
業
務
之
成
功
全
賴
有
利
之
客
觀
環
境
，
充
裕
之
内
部
資
源
，
突
出
之
業
務
策
略
及
平
衡
之
組
織
結
構
飛
機
工
程
業
務
之
對
象
為
一
航
空
公
司
，
而
民
航
事
業
多
渉
及
國
與
國
問
之
利
害
關
係
，
故
常
受
政
治
、
社
會
、
經
濟
因
素
所
影
響
─
諸
如
一
國
政
府
跨
台
，
超
音
速
飛
機
噪
音
污
染
油
價
暴
漲
等
。
該
公
司
成
立
□
一
九
五
零
初
，
由
一
小
規
模
之
工
程
公
司
發
展
為
一
龐
大
之
飛
機
維
護
保
養
及
設
備
供
應
中
心
顧
用
員
工
近
二
千
五
百
人
。
此
公
司
為
一
英
國
式
公
司
管
理
方
式
略
嫌
保
守
，
各
部
門
之
下
層
管
理
階
層
(
如
存
貨
控
制
與
業
務
預
測
)
很
少
溝
通
及
聯
系
。
内
部
稽
核
部
門
為
一
細
小
部
門
，
其
工
作
為
監
督
内
部
控
制
制
度
。
伹
由
於
人
手
短
缺
，
見
識
淺
窄
，
工
作
範
圍
只
渉
及
實
物
6之
審
核
工
作
─
如
存
抽
查
等
。
物
資
供
應
部
門
内
設
有
存
貨
計
劃
、
購
貸
及
存
倉
管
理
等
單
位
。
一
切
物
料
貯
存
及
發
出
，
貨
倉
，
存
貨
控
制
部
及
會
計
部
都
有
詳
盡
紀
錄
，
惟
大
多
依
賴
人
手
，
衹
有
部
份
帳
目
處
理
及
分
析
借
用
母
司
之
電
腦
計
備
。
(
四
)
存
貨
控
制
：
存
貨
控
制
之
成
效
，
全
賴
關
售
預
測
之
準
確
與
否
，
而
後
者
又
依
賴
市
場
消
息
之
取
得
及
資
料
及
處
理
方
法
此
公
司
所
採
用
之
資
料
處
理
方
法
甚
為
主
觀
，
方
大
科
学
化
、
致
令
售
預
測
與
事
實
方
大
吻
合
─
大
部
份
都
份
都
低
於
實
際
數
字
，
且
時
間
愈
長
，
7預
測
不
準
確
存
貨
控
制
方
法
及
程
序
大
致
上
都
根
據
公
司
規
定
辧
理
，
但
成
效
不
大
理
想
。
大
量
資
金
積
壓
，
有
百
份
之
七
千
五
存
貨
在
一
年
内
未
被
動
用
。
考
其
原
因
，
約
有
下
述
數
点
：
(A)
銷
售
預
測
不
準
確
，
致
不
能
定
下
毎
月
所
零
件
及
配
料
之
數
量
：
(B)
存
貨
控
制
方
法
甚
為
原
始
及
主
觀
化
缺
之
彈
性
，
各
類
存
貨
(
依
其
價
值
計
算
)
應
有
不
同
的
看
侍
及
管
理
方
法
；
(C)
各
部
門
─
如
菅
業
預
測
，
存
貨
控
制
，
生
產
控
制
及
財
政
預
算
等
─
缺
乏
聯
系
及
定
期
檢
討
；
8(D)
存
貨
管
理
人
員
對
於
存
貨
對
財
務
及
影
響
無
多
大
認
識
：
(E)
未
利
用
電
腦
作
即
時
分
柝
及
策
劃
。
(
五
)
購
貨
及
内
部
物
料
控
制
系
統
：
因
公
司
所
定
下
之
物
料
供
應
及
内
部
控
制
方
法
陳
舊
(
七
年
前
及
藍
本
)
，
故
此
較
實
際
購
貨
政
策
及
方
式
與
公
司
所
定
之
政
策
及
方
式
，
實
無
多
大
意
義
。
内
部
控
制
方
法
方
面
及
漏
間
在
於
存
貨
控
制
部
門
未
能
扮
演
較
目
前
更
為
重
要
及
角
色
。
一
切
收
貨
發
務
，
應
先
經
過
存
貨
控
制
部
門
審
查
其
重
要
性
然
後
再
加
以
處
理
及
遣
送
不
應
衹
作
為
一
資
料
登
記
中
心
2購
貸
功
能
在
求
達
到
價
廉
物
美
及
準
時
交
貨
(
因
手
頭
上
乏
所
已
選
購
物
料
之
公
開
市
場
價
格
，
故
甚
難
衡
量
是
否
價
廉
)
。
就
以
公
司
購
貨
部
之
結
構
及
方
式
而
言
；
(A)
未
指
派
一
人
戓
小
組
專
責
捜
售
市
場
資
料
，
並
加
以
研
究
及
分
析
：
(B)
對
貴
重
物
件
末
作
個
別
分
析
研
究
市
價
波
動
情
形
及
供
應
是
否
隱
定
；
(C)
對
長
期
需
要
及
物
資
，
末
有
與
供
應
商
簽
訂
長
期
合
同
：
(D)
對
重
要
供
應
商
，
末
作
個
別
訂
響
戓
調
查
，
諸
如
財
務
是
否
健
全
，
辦
事
態
度
及
工
作
氣
氛
是
否
良
好
等
；
10
(E)
缺
乏
長
欠
計
劃
。
(
六
)
結
論
：
此
公
司
為
一
英
國
式
公
司
，
且
為
本
港
飛
機
工
程
修
理
市
場
的
獨
作
者
(
世
界
性
競
爭
除
外
，
故
作
風
暴
嫌
保
守
。
作
者
對
於
公
司
的
若
干
方
面
，
有
如
下
建
議
：
(A)
從
速
修
計
整
套
物
料
供
應
之
政
策
及
推
行
方
法
(B)
吸
收
現
代
資
料
處
理
及
傳
送
及
新
觀
念
，
盡
量
利
用
電
腦
所
能
提
供
之
功
能
；
(C)
指
派
一
人
戓
小
組
負
責
管
理
物
料
供
應
市
場
之
調
查
及
分
析
；
此
舉
除
節
省
原
料
成
本
外
，
復
可
幫
助
形
成
一
物
料
供
應
資
料
中
心
；
(D)
内
部
審
核
不
僅
注
重
存
倉
，
資
差
，
帳
册
及
審
查
，
並
應
對
各
部
門
之
政
策
，
管
理
方
法
，
工
作
程
序
，
磋
商
及
檢
討
之
橋
樑
，
以
及
業
務
之
建
度
等
，
作
一
全
面
性
工
作
審
核
。


